
Operating from physical locations in 500 global cities in 65 

countries, The Media Trust's monitoring service automatically 

detects, analyzes and alerts on all anomalous activity. This 

activity detected is not only analyzed by The Media Trust's 

technology, but is also validated by its experienced team of 

malware analysts, completely eliminating "false positives."

Global Threat Intelligence
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Centripetal Networks’ RuleGate appliance blocks and alerts on 

events in real-time while providing attack visualizations and 

analytics. RuleGate enforces cyber security policies with millions 

of rules—at full line rate—and without any degradation in network 

performance. The RuleGate platform offers cyber analysts full 

visibility into which hosts are communicating from inside the 

network to specific threats outside the network. 

Scalable Cyber Security

Centripetal Networks’ RuleGate® Protection System utilizes the 

real-time malware intelligence provided by The Media Trust’s 

Digital Threat Intelligence (DTI), which RuleGate then 

operationalizes to deliver organizations with a proactive network 

enforcement solution.

 SUPERIOR NETWORK PROTECTION
Protect site visitors and employees from everyday 
web-borne malware attacks

  DETECT THREATS IN REAL-TIME
Ability to alert and/or block cyber threats in real-time
to prevent data theft on the network before it occurs

  ULTRA HIGH PERFORMANCE
With latency less than 10 microseconds, there is no 
noticeable loss of networking performance or user
experience

  RICH, INSIGHTFUL INTELLIGENCE
Real-time qualitative and quantitative information on 
actual malware attacking the most heavily-trafficked 
websites visited by employees and everyday 
consumers
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Partner Integration: RuleGate® and DTI

Operationalize Threat Intelligence in Real-Time
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The Media Trust’s Digital Threat Intelligence successfully detects 

and alerts on zero-hour, zero-day and geographic, behavioral 

and device-targeted malware attack vectors in real time and with 

an unprecedented accuracy of more than 99.95%, while most 

other security experts require days, weeks or even months to 

detect these types of attacks.

Unprecedented Accuracy



To obtain DTI's threat information, The Media Trust uses a wide 
variety of online and mobile browsers/OS, device, geography 
and user behavior profile combinations to scan and analyze 
millions of websites, including 25,000 of the world's most heavily 
trafficked sites, and more than 10 million digital ad tags each 
day, which provides an unprecedented view into the online and 
mobile ecosystem. To supplement this client-driven activity, The 
Media Trust also conducts comprehensive "scanning in the 
wild." With this approach, The Media Trust identifies new 
malware vectors every 60 seconds or less.
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Operationalize Threat Intelligence in Real-Time

RuleGate ingests DTI and responds to those threats immediately, 
preventing the delivery of malicious exploits on the network 
before they become overt. This joint solution seamlessly 
removes malicious content often inserted in some of the world’s 
most heavily trafficked websites and mobile apps via 
compromised content, third-party code or advertisements. This 
combined effort between Centripetal Networks and The Media 
Trust provides CISOs and their teams with an unprecedented 
level of protection against web-based malware.
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